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History
Founded in 2012, SET is located in the northern part of Germany, near Hamburg. The management as well as
the employees possess experience on the job for more than 30 years’ in the field of pyrotechnics as well as of
security products. Based on this solid know-how of SET within the industry, this leads to an international
network of competence. Input from markets, science, universities and institutions guarantee a steady increase
of competence and innovations. SET generates partnerships to obtain the close loop of protection with its
exclusive partners.
Threads
Asymmetric warfare and the fight against terrorism, creates new demands for the industry which equips
Special Forces. SET is ready to fulfill these demands.
Solution
Tailor-made products - developed in close cooperation with the End User lead to new products ideas to protect
operators in their fight against terrorism. The R&D department of SET develops innovations, not only on its
own, but also in cooperation with external sources e.g. laboratories and universities. So, SET develops product
and system solutions even beyond existing state of the art.
Skills
Experts in the security, training and pyrotechnic field ensure, that users obtain products and systems which are
state of the art for the protection of human lives. Experience staff and production managers guarantee highest
quality and in time delivery of products and systems. SET and its partners are registered and certified with all
relevant institutions, including but not limited to ISO 9001 and relevant MIL Standards.
Field of activities
Pyrotechnic
Electronic
Armored vehicles
Anti-Riot
Ammunition and Accessories

Screening smoke Grenade fired from VADS System

Flash Bang Grenades, Smoke Grenades, Signal
Ammunition, 37/38mm & 40mm Ammunition
Surveillance & Counter-Surveillance, Jamming
Devices, Night Vision, Detectors
Vehicle Armoring, CIT, Personnel Carrier, Anti-Riot
Vehicles
Bollard Systems, Air Pressure Launcher, OC/PAVA
Spray, Personnel Equipment
Large & Small Cal. Ammunition, LAW Ammunition,
Mortar Ammunition
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